Our brand is all about removing the excess frills of
branding, packaging, and marketing claims that surround
the vodka industry. We’ve simplified vodka, just like
Uncle Ed has simplified his life when he decided to
leave the hustle and bustle of the ‘matrix’ behind.
He committed to moving off-grid on his island farm
with his family and tribe of four-footed friends, led
by Tuk-Tuk, the orphaned baby pig. With his family,
he cultivates tropical delights and lives by the mantra
that we have adopted ‘Give more than you take’.

We’ve decided to become as sustainable as possible,
from the removal of plastics from our bottle, the
distillery, and the packaging process. Our cork is
wood, our label is paper, and the glass is normal flint
thereby choosing glass that using much less energy
to make.
Unlike most distillation processes, our water is not
wasted, and has almost a net zero impact. Rather
just a few minerals are removed, leaving our artesian
water filtered and hardly wasting a drop. This is vital,
as Ed lives off of rainwater catchment and practices
and teaches organic and sustainable farming
methods.

Because community is everything to us, and a major factor
in the creation of this company, we are teaming up with
Restaurants Care®, a fund that is dedicated to caring for
foodservice workers across bars and restaurants, in times
of need.
We commit to making direct contributions to Restaurants
Care, a charity that is fully funded on donations alone.
Restaurants Care is a new way to “pass the hat” offering
a safety net for our restaurant friends and family members
in crisis due to injury, illness or natural disasters.
In a little more than two years Restaurants Care has
awarded 428 grants to restaurant workers facing
unforeseen hardship.
.

This was all that was left of Jeremy’s home after the fire.

